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Abstract. In this paper we discuss some convergence and divergence properties of subsequences
of logarithmic means of Walsh-Fourier series. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for
the convergence regarding logarithmic variation of numbers.
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1. WALSH FUNCTIONS
We shall denote the set of all non-negative integers by N, the set of all integers
byZ and the set of dyadic rational numbers in the unit interval I WD Œ0;1/ by Q. In
particular, each element of Q has the form p
2n
for some p;n 2N; 0 p  2n.











2jC1 ;xj D 0;1:






The sets In .x/ WD fy 2 I W y0 D x0; :::;yn 1 D xn 1g for x 2 I;In WD In .0/ for
0 < n 2 N and I0 .x/ WD I are the dyadic intervals of I. For 0 < n 2 N denote by
jnj WDmax˚j 2N W nj ¤ 0	 ; that is, 2jnj  n < 2jnjC1:
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The Rademacher system is defined by
n .x/ WD . 1/xn .x 2 I;n 2N/ :









.x 2 I;n 2N/ :




wk .x/.n 2N/ ;D0 D 0:
Recall that (see [20])
D2n .x/D

2n; if x 2 In .0/
0; if x 2 InIn .0/ : (1.1)





Let f 2 L1 .I/. The partial sums of the Walsh-Fourier series are defined as follows:
SM .x;f / WD
M 1X
iD0
bf .i/wi .x/ ;
where the number bf .i/D Z
I
f .t/wi .t/dt
is said to be the i th Walsh-Fourier coefficient of the function f: Set En .x;f / D
S2n .x;f / :The maximal function is defined by
E .x;f /D sup
n2N
En .x; jf j/ :




In the literature, there is the notion of Riesz’s logarithmic means of a Fourier series.
The n-th Riesz’s logarithmic means of the Fourier series of an integrable function f
is defined by







where ln WDPnkD1 .1=k/.
Riesz’s logarithmic means with respect to the trigonometric system was studied
by a lot of authors. This means with respect to the Walsh and Vilenkin systems was
discussed by Simon [21], Blahota, Ga´t [1], Ga´t [4], Ga´t, Goginava [8].
Let fqk W k  0g be a sequence of nonnegative numbers. The n-th No¨rlund means











If qk D k, then we get the No¨rlund logarithmic means






In this paper we call it logarithmic mean altough, it is a kind of ”reverse” Reisz’s
logarithmic mean.




f .t/Fn .xC t /dt;
where by Fn .t/ we denote nth logarithmic kernel, i. e.






and Feje´r kernel is defined by

















It is easy to see that n.jnj/D n. In this paper for L1-norm of logarithmic means we
prove the following two sides estimation.










j"k .n/  "kC1 .n/j ln.k 1/:





































D "jnj .n/D2jnj .t/ ln.jnj 1/









































































































DWH .1/n .t/CH .2/n .t/CH .3/n .t/ :
(3.4)
Since (see [9])
D2j k .t/DD2j .t/ w2j 1 .t/Dk .t/ ;k D 1;2; :::;2j  1

















































 c jnj : (3.6)
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2j  1Cn.j  1/K2j 1 .t/ :
Since (see [20]) sup
n


















































Combining (3.5)-(3.7) we conclude thatH .2/n 
1
 c jnj : (3.8)






First, we find upper estimation for
H .1/n 
1
. We can write
H .1/n .t/D wn .t/
0@ jnjX
jD2











Cwn .t/ ln.jnj 1/D2jnjC1  wn .t/"2 .n/ ln.1/D22 .t/ :


























"j .n/  "jC1 .n/
ˇˇ
ln.j 1/C c jnj :
Now, we find lower estimation for
H .1/n 
1
. Let ai and bi ; i D 1; :::; s be strictly
increasing sequences, i. e.




1;ai  j  bi
0;bi < j < aiC1
: (3.10)
Then it is evident that

















;k D 1; :::; s:























































 2ak ln.ak 1/ 2bk 1C1ln.ak 1/  2ak 1ln.ak 1/:











































































n.ak  1/D n.ak  2/
and ˇˇ
"j .n/  "jC1 .n/











j"k .n/  "kC1 .n/j ln.k 1/:
Combining (3.4)-(3.10) and (3.14) we complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. ALMOST EVERYWHERE CONVERGENCE OF LOGARITHMIC MEANS




j"i .n/  "iC1 .n/jC "0 .n/
and
VL .n/ WD 1jnj
jnjX
kD1
j"k .n/  "kC1 .n/j ln.k 1/:








then a. e. Snj .f /! f . On the other hand, Konyagin [14] proved that the condition
(4.1) is not necessary for a. e. convergence of subsequence of partial sums. Moreover,
he gave negative answer to the question of Balashov and proved the validity of the
following theorem.
Theorem K (Konyagin). Suppose fnAg is an increasing sequence of natural num-
bers, kA WD Œlog2nAC1; and 2kA is a divider of nAC1 for all A. Then SnA .f /! f
a. e. for any function f 2 L1 .I/.
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For instance, a sequence fnAg ;nA WD 2A2
AP
iD0
4i ; such that sup
nA
V .nA/D1; satis-
fies the hypotheses of the theorem.
Almost ewerywhere convergence of ft2A .f / W A 1g with respect to Walsh-Paley
system was studied by author [11]. In particular, the following is proved
Theorem G. Let f 2 L1 .I/. Then t2A .x;f /! f .x/ as A!1 a. e. x 2 I.
Nagy in [18] established a similar result for the Walsh-Kaczmarz system. How-
ever, a divergence on the set with positive measure for the whole sequence
ftn .f / W n 1g was proved by Ga´t and Goginava [7]. Memic´ [16] improved The-
orem G and proved that the following is true.







"k .mA/ lmA.k 1/ <1: (4.2)
Then tmA .x;f /! f .x/ as A!1 for a. e. x 2 I.







j"k .mA/  "kC1 .mA/j lmA.k 1/ <1: (4.3)
It is easy to see that condition (4.2) imply condition (4.3), on other hand, for the
sequence
˚
2A 1 W A 2N	 condition (4.2) does not holds and condition (4.3) holds.
So, we prove that the following is valid.
Theorem 2. Let f 2L1 .I/ and condition (4.3) is holds. Then tmA .x;f /! f .x/
as A!1 for a. e. x 2 I.
Proof. From (3.4) we have
f  .lmAFmA/.x/D f H .1/mA .x/Cf H .2/mA .x/Cf H .3/mA .x/ : (4.4)






. kf k1 : (4.5)
From (3.5) we can write
f H .2/mA .x/D f H .21/mA .x/Cf H .22/mA .x/Cf H .22/mA .x/ : (4.6)
Using (1.1) we haveˇˇˇ











f H .21/mA .x/
ˇˇˇ
jmAj E
 .x;f / : (4.7)
We can writeˇˇˇ









.jf j D2j .x//




f H .22/mA .x/
ˇˇˇ
jmAj .E
 .x;f / : (4.8)













ˇˇ. kf k1 : (4.9)
Since sup














ˇˇ. kf k1 : (4.10)
Now, we estimate
ˇˇˇ










"j .mA/ lmA.j 1/  "jC1 .mA/ lmA.j /








































f H .1/mA .x/
ˇˇˇ
lmA














ˇˇ. kf k1 : (4.11)










. kf k1 :
By the well-known density argument we complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
5. UNIFORM AND L-CONVERGENCE OF LOGARITHMIC MEANS
Denote by Cw .I/ the space of uniformly continuous functions on I, with the su-
premum norm
kf kCw WD sup
x2I
jf .x/j .f 2 Cw .I// :
Let X DX .I/ be either the space L1 .I/, or the space of uniformly continuous func-
tions, that is, Cw .I/. The corresponding norm is denoted by kkX .
For Walsh-Fourier series Fine [2] has obtained a sufficient condition for the uni-
form convergence which is in a complete analogy with the Dini-Lipshitz condition
(see also [20]). Similar results are true for the space of integrable functions L1 .I/
[19]. Gulicev [13] has estimated the rate of uniform convergence of a Walsh-Fourier
series using Lebesgue constant and modulus of continuity. Uniform convergence of
Walsh-Fourier series of the functions of classes of generalized bounded variation was
investigated by author [10]. This problem has been considered for Vilenkin group by
Fridli [3] and Ga´t [5]. Lukomskii [15] considered uniform and L1-convergence of
subsequence of partial sums of Walsh-Fourier series. In particular, he proved that
the condition sup
A
VS .mA/ <1 is necessary and sufficient condition for uniform and
L1-convergence of subsequence of partial sums SmA .f / of Walsh-Fourier series.





qn kSkf . The case when we have qk WD 1=k differs from the types dis-
cussed by Mo´ricz and Siddiqi in [17]. His method is not applicable for logarithmic
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means. In [6] it is proved that Theorem of Mo´ricz does not hold for L1; Cw and
qk WD 1=k:
In [12] it is investigatedX -norm convergence of subsequence of logarithmic means
of Walsh-Fourier series. In particular, the following are proved.
















Then subsequence of No¨rlund logarithmic means tmA .f / converges in the norm of
space X .I/.
b) If the condition (5.1) does not holds then we can find a function from the space
X .I/ for which the convergence of logarithmic means LmA .f / in the norm of space





































j"k .n/  "kC1 .n/j ln.k 1/;
from Theorem GT and Theorem 1 we can prove necessary and sufficint condition for
norm convergence of subsequence of No¨rlund logarithmic means
Theorem 3. Let f 2 X .I/. Then the condition sup
A
VL .mA/ <1 is neccessary
and sufficient for convergence subsequence of No¨rlund logarithmic means of Walsh-
Fourier series in norm of space X .I/ :
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